Abstract. The article designs and implements the hardware and software of cold chain logistics quality perception based on Internet of things,and establish a sparse compression sampling model based on biorthogonal wavelet transform base, wireless real-time sparse compression and transmission model and the reconstruction model based on orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP), and then form a compressed sensing data acquisition method for constructing the cold chain logistics quality perception data. Finally, the authors verified the data volume in the data transmission by using the cold chain logistics supply chain of fresh grapes, which can effectively reduce the wireless communication load,and realize the efficient collection and transmission of food cold chain logistics information. The algorithm can improve the reliability and accuracy of information, and form the compressed sensing data set of cold chain logistics quality perception.
Introduction
In the process of cold chain logistics, we should not only maintain the low temperature environment needed for the product, but also need integrated preservation, storage of goods and real-time monitoring and management, so as to ensure that cold chain logistics is in real time monitoring and traceabilityin the whole process. The cold chain logistics environment parameters are complex and changeable, and the temperature, relative humidity, gas and other parameters are interlaced together to show strong multi source coupling characteristics in the cold chain logistics environment.Based on Wireless Sensor Networks, the cold chain logistics data acquisition method can achieve real-time monitoring of cold chain logistics and improve the safety and transparency in cold chain logistics process. But the wireless sensor network contains a large number of sensor nodes, each sensor node will collect a large amount of perceptual data, however, the processing capability, storage space, communication bandwidth and energy of the sensor nodes are very limited, and it cannot manage and store a large amount of data like the traditional information system. At the same time, the transmission of large amounts of data makes the nodes consume too many resources. Therefore, it is necessary to find efficient data acquisition and transmission technology to adapt to its limited resources.
The Basic Principle of Compressed Sensing
Compressed Sensing (CS) was first proposed in 2006 by CandSs, which aims to reduce the sampling frequency, thus saving data storage space, transmission and computing, and so on, Using the combined high-speed sampling and compression transformation process, the algorithm first performs sparse and low speed sampling on the compressed signal, and then reconstructs the sparse compression signal, which can effectively reduce the amount of data in the real-time acquisition process of WSN data and improve the efficiency of WSN data acquisition and transmission. The process is shown in fig. 1 . 
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Using random normal matrix to observe the perceptual data, we can get the sparse compression sampling of the perceptual data, as shown in Eq. 2.
Where:
is random normal distribution matrix N (0, l/M) with N row and M row; Y is M dimension sparse compressed sampling sensing data set.
Reconfiguration of received data. Using the 0 norm sense optimization problem, we can solve the reconstruction of perceptual data after sparse compressed sampling, as shown in Eq. 3. 
is the j perception value corresponding to original perception data and sparse compressed sampling sensing data reconstruction.
(2) Data compression rate The compression rate is used to measure the compression efficiency between the reconstructed perceptive data and the original perceptual data. The perceptual data compression rate is expressed as a symbol ρ, as shown in Eq. 5.
Among them, N is the total number of raw perception data, and M is the observed number of perceived data.
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Quality aware sparse compressed sampling and reconfiguration model for cold chain logistics
The principle of sparse compression sampling. Data collection process of cold chain logistics compression perception is as shown in fig. 2 . According to the previous hardware and software design of Internet of things, the cold chain logistics quality perception process is: The wireless sensor node of the Internet of things completes the synchronization of the whole WSN network according to the network synchronization instructions received by the convergence node of the Internet of things; Secondly, the cold chain logistics perception data is collected and transmitted to the sink node in real time according to the data acquisition instructions. Third, the interconnection node of the Internet of things is responsible for collecting real-time sensing data X transmitted by wireless sensor nodes and carrying out sparse compression sampling, and transmitting the cold chain logistics perception data Y after sparse compression sampling to the Internet of things monitoring service center through GPRS. Fourth, when the monitoring service center receives the sparse compressed sampling perception data, the reconstruction of the perceptual data is completed according to the corresponding data reconstruction model, and the subsequent data processing and analysis are carried out. The process of quality perception data reconstruction in cold chain logistics. According to the contrastive analysis of the reconstruction method for compressed sensing data, and combining the cold chain practice, we adopt orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) method;it can effectively and quickly solve the cold chain sparse compression sensing data reconstruction. The basic idea is as shown in Fig. 3 . 
Verification of Compressed Sensing Performance
During the compression sensing data acquisition process for cold chain logistics, the total number of sensing data for temperature and relative humidity is 2160 in the sensor node in 1 min, and the observation data M is 512 in the sparse compression sampling processing. The normalized mean square error value (NMES), the mean absolute error value (MAE) and the average relative error value (MRE) defined by formula 4 are used to measure the reconstruction error of the perceptual data. The data compression rate defined by formula 5 is used to measure data compression efficiency. We studied the constant temperature and temperature change of fresh grapes in cold chain logistics, itscompressed sensing performance between the reconstructed environmental perception data and the original collected data is shown in Table 1 . Table 1 Compression perception performance table in cold chain logistics *. Mean absolute error (MAE) and mean relative error (MRE).
Conclusions
The results of the cold chain logistics compression perception reconstruction performance analysis show that the cold chain logistics compressed sensing data acquisition method can accurately and effectively realize the reconstruction of cold chain environment sensing data after sparse compression sampling. It also reflects the changes of the cold chain environmental perception data in real time, which ensures the quality of the cold chain logistics process and improves the transparency, security and traceability of the cold chain logistics. The compression rate of compressed sensing data is 76.30%. The reconfiguration errors of temperature and relative humidity for fresh grapes are respectively 3.97% and 0.084% in cold chain constant temperature, 4.09% and 0.10% under the variable temperature conditions.
